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Abstract

The physics of fast ignition is being studied experimentally and by numerical modelling using both

the Nova Petawatt laser facility and numerical algorithms developed at the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory. The characteristics of the hot electron source at laser intensities up to 102"

Wcm"2 have been measured and diagnosis of the heating at depth by hot electrons has been made

through observation of both x-ray spectra and fusion neutron emission from layered solid targets

[1]. Generation of hot electrons with more than 30% efficiency has been observed. Neutrons from

thermonuclear fusion have been distinguished in high resolution time of flight data from those

produced in either beam target interactions or by the photo-neutron effect induced by high energy
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photons. In the next phase of this research a significant reduction in laser focal spot size through

the use of wavefront correction by a deformable mirror is anticipated. The talk will review

progress and will include preliminary results obtained with the deformable mirror.

[1] M H Key et al Physics of Plasmas (to be published in May 1998)

Summary

The concept of fast ignition originated by Tabak et al. ' is based on focusing an intense short

duration laser pulse onto high density pre-compressed thermonuclear fuel to create an ignition

spark which initiates a propagating thermonuclear burn. This isochoric process (occurring at

constant density) can be contrasted with the more developed implosion driven isobaric central

spark ignition used in indirect and direct-drive inertially confined fusion (ICF)". Fast ignition is of

importance through its potential to give up to 200x ICF gain and thereby to reduce the driver

efficiency required for inertial fusion energy (IFE), opening up the possibility of laser driven IFE.

The physics is new and challenging involving strongly relativistic laser plasma interactions and

transport of energy by relativistic electrons where electrostatic potentials and self generated

magnetic fields may strongly modify the

transport"'.

Experimental and theoretical studies aimed at assessing the feasibility of fast ignition as a new

route to ICF are now being carried out at many laboratories world wide including the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), where the Nova laser facility has been adapted to

generate Petawatt (PW) pulses using chirped pulse amplification (CPA)™.

In the Petawatt beam line up to 800 J in compressed pulses down to 0.45 ps duration is focused

with an axial f/3 parabola. When used without active wavefront control the laser produces a more

than 10 x times diffraction limited focal spot with complex sub structure and a broad power

spectrum of intensity. Work is in progress to correct the wavefront using a deformable mirror with

the goal of achieving better than 2x diffraction limited beams. To date the PW beam line has

delivered maximum intensity on target of 1020 Wcm '2 (in minor fraction of its total power)



without active wavefront control. This should be raised to a major fraction of the power at 1021

Won"2 with the deformable mirror.

The PW facility is being used for experimental studies to assess the feasibility of fast ignition and

these studies are closely linked to theoretical and numerical modelling.

The hydrodynamic code Lasnex is being adapted as a 2 dimensional (2D) integrated modelling tool

for fast ignition by benchmarking new approximations in the model against more detailed small

scale 2D particle in cell simulations with the code ZOHAR and larger scale 3D modelling of the

laser plasma interaction and propagation with relativistic self focusing with the code F3D. The

modelling work is also being benchmarked against experiments.

Results from the experiments include measurement s of the efficiency of conversion of laser

radiation into high energy electrons which show that more than 30% of the laser energy enters a

solid target in the form of electrons with a mean energy of 640 keV when the laser intensity is 2

xlO 19Wcm'2. Direct measurements ofthe energy spectra of electrons exiting from the rear of

irradiated solid targets have shown forward peaking ofthe electron flux and a few percent ofthe

laser energy converted to electrons of high mean energy up to 8 MeV (and maximum energy up to

100 MeV) in experiments at the highest intensity (102°Wcm2).

X-ray Bremsstrahlung spectra confirm the presence of this 'hot tail ' in the electron energy

spectrum and the energetic photons have been shown to induce neutron emission and consequent

nuclear activation of targets through the nuclear giant resonance effect. The activation yield has

given further data on the intensity ofthe Bremsstrahlung at photon energies near the giant

resonance peak (typically >15 MeV). The intensity of Bremsstrahlung at >lMeV has been shown

to be of interest for high energy radiography.

The angular distribution ofthe Bremsstrahlung gives further data on the directionality ofthe

electrons and here directional features have been seen which are tentatively attributed to instability

of relativistically self focused laser light in pre- pulse induced pre-formed plasma in front ofthe

solid targets.

Heating by electrons has been studied from x-ray spectra of buried layers in solid targets and

similarly from fusion neutron emission from CD2 layers. The fusion measurements have been

complicated by beam target fusion and photo-neutron production both creating neutrons over a

broad range of energies. Most recently neutron time of flight data have shown the first evidence of

a narrow thermal peak from DD thermonuclear fusion induced by electron heating of CD2.

Progress in these fast ignition studies will be reviewed including preliminary reports of new

experiments with active wavefront control.
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